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ABSTRACT
Despite the rapidly growing interest in exploiting millimeter and terahertz waves for wireless data transfer, the role of reflected non-line-
of-sight (NLOS) paths in wireless networking is one of the least explored questions. In this paper, we investigate the idea of harnessing
these specular NLOS paths for communication in directional networks at frequencies above 100 GHz. We explore several illustrative trans-
mitter architectures, namely, a conventional substrate-lens dipole antenna and a leaky-wave antenna. We investigate how these high-gain
directional antennas offer both new challenges and new opportunities for exploiting NLOS paths. Our results demonstrate the sensi-
tivity to antenna alignment, power spectrum variations, and the disparity in supported bandwidth of various line-of-sight (LOS) and
reflected path configurations. We show that NLOS paths can, under certain circumstances, offer even higher data rates than the conven-
tional LOS path. This result illustrates the unique opportunities that distinguish THz wireless systems from those that operate at lower
frequencies.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0039262

The role of reflected paths has been extensively studied in
microwave systems for many years.1–6 In such systems, non-line-
of-sight (NLOS) paths are conventionally known to affect channel
fading,1,2 inter-user interference,3,4 or offer spatial diversity for mul-
tiplexing via increasing the channel’s degrees of freedom.5,6 At these
lower frequencies, there is typically no distinction drawn between a
specular reflection and diffuse scattering, since broadcasts are usu-
ally quasi-omnidirectional, not in the form of directional beams. At
frequencies in the 100–500 GHz range, the situation is quite dif-
ferent, more reminiscent of the realm of optics. Since most envi-
sioned applications in this range of the spectrum, including sensing,
communications, and imaging, will likely rely on highly directional
transmissions (i.e., beams), the role of NLOS paths is quite different.
One important example emerges from the idea of wireless commu-
nication links. In a directional wireless network, the line-of-sight
(LOS) propagation, usually envisioned to be the preferred commu-
nication channel, is susceptible to being completely blocked due to
obstacles, e.g., people walking through the beam path.7–11 In such
a situation, one can envision exploiting a previously characterized
NLOS path in order to maintain connectivity, a fundamental need
for any wireless network. So far, despite the rapidly growing interest

in exploiting millimeter and terahertz waves for wireless data trans-
fer, there has been little attention devoted to the understanding and
use of NLOS paths in this spectral range,12–17 as the majority of work
has focused on LOS paths.18–20

In this paper, we investigate the idea of harnessing the specu-
lar NLOS paths for communication at frequencies above 100 GHz,
in several illustrative transmitter and receiver architectures. Here,
we distinguish between specular NLOS paths, in which the signal is
reflected from a surface as if it were a mirror,21 and non-specular
NLOS paths in which the reflection is from a rough surface and
produces a diffuse (and therefore no longer directional) beam.16 As
noted above, this distinction is not present in conventional low-
frequency systems, since there is no directional incident beam that
can form a coherent reflected beam in a particular direction. Thus,
these considerations are unique to millimeter-wave and terahertz
links, offering both new challenges and new opportunities for sys-
tem design. We note that, at lower frequencies below ∼6 GHz, the
link budget of NLOS paths has been studied extensively, suggesting
lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to extra propagation distance
compared to the LOS path as well as additional dielectric and scat-
tering losses as a result of interaction with reflecting surfaces. In
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the range of interest here (above 100 GHz), such losses are expected
to increase even further (relative to the LOS path), ultimately lim-
iting their use for data communication. However, there has so far
been little quantitative evaluation of this idea, so the understanding
of how to exploit NLOS paths in THz networks remains an open
challenge.

Recently, there have been several studies of LOS and NLOS
channel models in the THz regime. Researchers have incorporated
molecular absorption into the path loss,7 considered the reflection
properties of typical indoor material in the 0.1–1 THz frequency
range,22,23 and begun to address the scattering behavior of rough
surfaces in specular24 and non-specular25,26 directions. Such studies
confirm that strong reflected-path NLOS signals can exist, especially

in indoor environments, at frequencies up to 300 GHz;27 however,
they have so far stopped short of considering the challenges of data
transfer over such links. In particular, one key factor that has not
been studied is the implication of using high-gain directional anten-
nas that are likely to be less sensitive to signals arriving from NLOS
directions. With the use of high-gain antennas, the adaptation of
both the transmitter and receiver beam directions to NLOS signals
arriving from different directions is likely to be necessary in order to
provide the highest link quality. Here, we consider this challenge in
two interesting situations: (i) The transmitter and receiver are each
equipped with a substrate-lens coupled dipole with a known antenna
pattern that is a fairly narrow cone. This is representative of conven-
tional high-gain antennas. (ii) A leaky-wave antenna is employed at

FIG. 1. (a) A schematic of the experiment consisting of two reflectors at 10○ of the LOS path on either side. Depending on the RX orientation, a different path is captured
by the substrate-lens coupled dipole antenna. (b) The power loss as a function of RX orientation when a substrate-lens coupled dipole antenna at the transmitter is emitting
wideband THz pulses. Two reflectors are placed such that the geometric NLOS angle from the center of the reflector to the detector is 10○ apart from the LOS angle (i.e.,
NLOS angle = LOS angle ±10○). The insets show the measured power spectrum for two cases: (i) when the RX is rotated by 1○ on either side relative to the true LOS
angle; (ii) when the RX is pointing to the middle of the reflectors creating the NLOS angles.
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the transmitter or receiver so that the antenna radiation pattern is
strongly frequency-dependent. Leaky-wave antennas are promising
candidates for future THz wireless networks as they enable efficient
frequency-controlled beam steering,31 one-shot path discovery,32,33

and multiplexing and demultiplexing of multiple users.36 We show
that a leaky-wave antenna at the transmitter creates a very different
situation with some unique advantages.

First, we employ a substrate-lens coupled dipole antenna at the
transmitter emitting wideband THz pulses, as is conventionally used
for terahertz photoconductive antennas.28 Here, the radiation pat-
tern is determined by diffraction through the lens aperture and is
only relatively weakly dependent on frequency.29,30 We construct a
test bed in which the transmitter (TX) is fixed and the receiver (RX)
is held in rotatable mounts, with a TX-to-RX LOS distance of 80 cm.
At two locations off of the direct LOS path between them, we place
two reflectors such that the specular NLOS angle from the center of
the reflector to the RX is 10○ apart from the LOS angle (i.e., NLOS
angle = LOS angle ± 10○). Since the half-power beamwidth of these
conventional antennas is roughly 4○, we rotate the RX to emulate
a wider beamwidth and capture different multipath components.
Figure 1 depicts the power loss in dB as a function of RX orienta-
tion. Unsurprisingly, we observe that the received power is highly
sensitive to the RX’s orientation. Yet, the change in the spectral con-
tent of the received signal is independent of the rotation direction.
In particular, lower frequency components are always more resilient
against the RX orientation, since they produce a larger spot size at
the receiver. As expected, the received power increases at rotation
angles of ±10○, when a reflected path is captured. Furthermore, the
spectrum for the reflected path is independent of the NLOS angle
since all frequencies emit and distribute approximately uniformly in
space.

As a contrast with the previous case, we next employ a leaky-
wave antenna as the transmitter. This consists of a metal waveg-
uide with an aperture opened on one side to permit radiation to
“leak” out into free space if the guided mode and the free-space
mode satisfy a phase-matching constraint on their parallel wave vec-
tor components. For the simplest architecture, a parallel-plate metal
wave-guide with empty space between the plates, with the lowest-
order transverse electric (TE1) mode propagating in the waveguide,
this phase-matching requirement imposes a constraint on the angle
of propagation of the emitted radiation, for a given frequency f ,

f (ϕ) = c0

2b sin ϕ
, (1)

where b is the plate separation (equal to 1 mm in our experiments),
c0 is the vacuum light velocity, and ϕ is the propagation angle of
the free-space mode relative to the waveguide propagation axis. This
relationship between the angle of emission and frequency makes
this device a promising candidate for beam steering at frequen-
cies above 0.1 THz by tuning the input frequency. Prior work has
demonstrated the feasibility of modulated data transmission with
leaky-wave antennas.31

The idea of adopting a leaky-wave antenna in multipath settings
is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. We excite the TE1 mode of the
waveguide with a broadband source such that different frequencies
decompose and emerge at different angles from the waveguide, as
a terahertz rainbow.32–35 We place the RX (a substrate-lens-coupled

FIG. 2. (a) An illustration showing different frequencies (represented by “colors”)
emitting at different angles by a leaky waveguide excited by a broadband input
signal. The plot shows the peak frequency (in GHz) that emits at each angle (in
degrees). (b) Our experimental setup including a pulse source and detector, a
custom-built leaky waveguide, and motorized rotation and translation stages to
investigate different multipath configurations and RX orientations.

antenna, as described above) at 45○ relative to the waveguide axis, so
that the LOS path corresponds to a frequency of 212 GHz, accord-
ing to Eq. (1). We then mount an aluminum reflector on a rail that
runs perpendicular to the TX-RX axis such that the face of the reflec-
tor is parallel to the LOS path. This allows us to create different
NLOS configurations, by moving the reflector along the rail. For
each reflector position, a portion of the emitted signal travels along
the LOS path and a different portion with spectrally distinct char-
acteristics reaches the RX via the NLOS path, by bouncing off the
reflector (see Fig. 2). For each reflector position, we measure the sig-
nal with and without the reflector so that, by subtracting the two,
we can remove the potential background LOS signal and isolate the
NLOS path. We also rotate the receiver as in Fig. 1 to optimize for the
integrated received power over time in the LOS/NLOS detection. We
note that the spectral profile of the input THz source is not uniform
causing various frequencies emitted by the leaky waveguide to be
weighted in addition to the effects of Eq. (1). To focus specifically on
the performance of the antenna, we measure and compensate for the
spectrum of the THz source offline. Figure 3 illustrates both time-
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FIG. 3. The time-domain and frequency-domain signals for the LOS path, as well as for several different NLOS configurations with a LWA TX. With a larger NLOS angle, the
spectral peak shifts to lower frequencies, while at smaller NLOS angles, it shifts to higher frequencies. The signals also broaden in the time domain for larger NLOS angles,
but little or no broadening is observed for smaller NLOS angles.
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domain and frequency-domain signals for the LOS path as well as for
several different NLOS configurations. We see that at a larger NLOS
angle, the spectral peak shifts to lower frequencies, while at smaller
NLOS angles, it shifts to higher frequencies. These spectral shifts
are consistent with the predictions of Eq. (1), since these signals
were emitted from the TX waveguide at different angles, and there-
fore must contain different spectral content. Note that the antenna
does not radiate well close to 0○ and 90○; hence, the approximate
angular range that could be effectively covered by a single leaky-
wave antenna is roughly 10○–80○.33 Furthermore, from Fig. 3, we
observe that the signals also broaden in the time domain for larger
NLOS angles, but little or no broadening is observed for smaller
NLOS angles. This broadening is a consequence of the nonlinear-
ity of the frequency–angle relationship shown in Eq. (1). For a fixed
receiver aperture, the width of the received spectrum is determined
by the angular dispersion of the emitted signal, which increases with
decreasing frequency,36 as discussed further below.

We next repeat the same setup as in Fig. 1 in which we create
both a LOS angle of 45○ and two NLOS angles at 35○ and 55○. As
before, we rotate the receiver and record the measured spectrum as
a function of the receiver rotation angle. We then process the total
received power at each RX orientation capturing different paths. To
explore the relative properties of LOS and NLOS paths, we normal-
ize the received power to the maximum power received across all
configurations (achieved when the RX is perfectly oriented toward
the LOS direction). Figure 4 summarizes these results. When the RX
is oriented toward the NLOS path, the received power is compara-
ble to the achievable power over the LOS path. We note that this is
very different from the observation in Fig. 1 without a leaky-wave
transmitter. The leaky waveguide acts as a directional antenna that
steers different frequencies to different directions and hence pro-
vides a frequency-dependent directivity gain that boosts the NLOS
link budget. Interestingly, the power loss (relative to the LOS path)

FIG. 4. Measured power as a function of receiver rotation angle in a three-path
channel in which the LOS is at the angle of 45○ and two NLOS paths exist at 35○

and 55○. The inset shows the measured power spectrum when the RX is pointing
directly to the LOS/NLOS directions and when it is misaligned from the LOS path
by 1○ on either side.

is not symmetric for the two NLOS paths at 45○ ± 10○. Further-
more, we observe that the spectral characteristics of the received
signal depend on the path angle due to the spatial–spectral cou-
pling. Finally, given a fixed RX aperture, misaligning the RX from the
optimum LOS direction by 1○ on either side impacts the measured
spectrum differently. The underlying cause for all of these observa-
tions is embodied in Eq. (1): signals impinging on a different portion
of the detector aperture carry different spectral content.

Multipath Characterization: Temporal vs Spectral Scheme. Dis-
tinguishing different components of a multipath wireless channel
based on time of arrival (TOA) is one of the most common and
well-known techniques. Here, by adopting a leaky waveguide at the
transmitter, we also have a new opportunity to detect paths based
on their spectral signatures. Recognizing that coherent detectors are
significantly more challenging to build and operate, it is important
to assess the costs and benefits of coherent systems that can offer
reliable timing information against non-coherent schemes that rely
solely on measuring the intensity at different frequencies. In design-
ing a multi-path characterization scheme, one might need to con-
sider the physics of the emitter. In particular, the nonlinearity of
the angular dispersion in leaky waveguides [Eq. (1)] suggests that a
receiver with a fixed aperture will observe spectrum broadening and
consequently temporal narrowing at smaller emission angles. Hence,
we anticipate that the performance of temporal and spectral schemes
would not be equivalent and would depend on the LOS and NLOS
angles.

To test this hypothesis, we consider an experimental setting
that consists of two paths, one LOS and one NLOS (with LOS and
NLOS angles ranging from 25○ to 75○), and explore the number
of paths that can be detected according to either temporal or spec-
tral characterization. In the temporal scheme, we distinguish paths
based on their time of arrival. To this end, we apply a windowed
FFT to the time-domain signals using a sliding Tukey window. At
each step, we obtain the largest value of the spectrum and call it
the Max-FFT value at that time delay.17 The number of peaks in
the (Max-FFT vs time delay) plot represents the number of paths.
In contrast, in a spectral path detection scheme, we leverage the
unique spectral content at each spatial angle and estimate the num-
ber of paths based on the peaks in the measured power spectrum.
In Fig. 5, the inset shows the Max-FFT plot and the power spectrum
plot for an example two-path configuration (LOS at 45○ and NLOS
at 30○). Both of these plots show two prominent peaks, one for each
path. Figure 5 shows the accuracy percentage that the correct num-
ber of paths (two) is detected using these two different (but analo-
gous) methods. This demonstration is consistent with the fact that
the performance of temporal and spectral path detection schemes
both depends on the LOS angle and that the observed trends can
be anticipated from the physics of the emitter. Specifically, the tem-
poral approach achieves better accuracy at smaller LOS angles as a
narrow time-domain signal is less interfering (overlapping in time)
with the weaker NLOS signal that arrives later. Similarly, the spec-
tral approach performs better at larger LOS angles where the spec-
trum is narrow. This result also suggests a joint temporal–spectral
scheme as a potential route toward a robust multipath detection
approach.

Achievable Data Rate over NLOS Paths. Both SNR and band-
width contribute to the capacity of a wireless channel or the achiev-
able data rate. Reflected paths are typically expected to provide lower
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FIG. 5. The accuracy percentage of the temporal and spectral schemes for detecting the correct number of paths (two), when a LWA is employed at the TX. The temporal
path characterization is more promising at smaller LOS angles while the spectral approach achieves better accuracy with larger LOS angles. The insets show the Max-FFT
vs delay plot as well as the power spectrum for an example two-path setting (LOS at 45○ and NLOS at 30○).

SNR due to extra propagation distance (compared to the LOS path)
as well as additional dielectric and scattering losses as a result of
interaction with reflecting surfaces. However, our results suggest
that an NLOS path can actually support a higher data rate when a
leaky-wave device is used as the transmitter. In contrast to a con-
ventional transmitter, the supported bandwidth of a transmission
from a leaky-wave antenna depends on the RX location and the wire-
less channel conditions. Particularly, the operating bandwidth for a
receiver located in the far-field of the slot at an angle ϕ relative to the
waveguide is given by the derivative of Eq. (1),35

BW(ϕ) = d f
dϕ

Δϕ = c0

2b sin ϕ tan ϕ
Δϕ, (2)

where Δϕ is the effective angular aperture subtended by the receiver.
Equation (2) indicates that the bandwidth is wider for lower emis-
sion angles. Hence, in a multipath setting, the supported bandwidth
over a NLOS path with a smaller departure angle can be wider than
a LOS path.

In Fig. 6, we illustrate this counter-intuitive result by plotting
the disparity between operating bandwidth [Fig. 6(a)] and achiev-
able data rate [Fig. 6(b)], comparing a LOS path configured at 45○

against a NLOS path with varying angles of departure. First, in
Fig. 6(a), we compare the measured half-power bandwidth at dif-
ferent NLOS angles relative to the measured bandwidth for a LOS
path at 45○. It is clear from Fig. 6(a) that NLOS paths with depar-
ture angles smaller than 45○ have wider bandwidth (up to >2.4× at
30○). We confirm these experimental observations with our model in

FIG. 6. Capacity analysis of LOS and NLOS paths: (a) Measured and theoretical BW at different NLOS departure angles relative to the supported BW of a LOS path at
45○. (b) The difference in the Shannon channel capacity between NLOS and LOS paths under different SNR conditions and different NLOS path angles relative to the
leaky-wave transmitter antenna’s axis for an assumed LOS path angle of 45○.
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Eq. (2), indicating good agreement. Both SNR and bandwidth con-
tribute to the capacity of a wireless channel or the achievable data
rate, with the Shannon capacity given by W log2(1 + SNR), where
W denotes bandwidth. Next, we investigate the potential NLOS data
rates relative to LOS data rate, given this disparity in bandwidth. In
Fig. 6(b), the difference between the LOS and NLOS channel capac-
ity is shown under different assumed SNR conditions and NLOS
angles. When the channel losses are identical for the two paths (i.e.,
ignoring losses associated with the extra atmospheric propagation,
free-space path loss, and the interaction with the reflector experi-
enced by a signal propagating along the NLOS path), the channel
capacity would be higher for NLOS departure angles below 45○.
However, even if we assume an additional 9 dB of losses for the
NLOS path, we predict that the channel capacity for certain NLOS
angles is still larger than that of the LOS path due to the significant
difference in supported bandwidth. We note that in indoor short-
range (e.g., 1–10s of meters) use cases, the reflection loss is much
larger than the additional free-space loss of the NLOS path (due to
the increased traveled distance compared to the LOS). Furthermore,
earlier work has shown that an additional loss of only 9 dB upon
specular reflection from commonly encountered indoor surfaces is
a reasonable expectation.15 The disparity between LOS and NLOS
bandwidths is directly linked to the geometric features of the RX
and potential reflectors. Indeed, when the LOS angle is greater than
that of NLOS, the situation is reversed, i.e., the LOS link can sup-
port wider bandwidth. This conclusion is a compelling illustration
of the unique opportunities that distinguish THz wireless systems
from those that operate at lower frequencies.

In conclusion, NLOS paths provide a rich and unique set of
circumstances for THz networks. High-gain directional antennas
can isolate a single path, thus reducing interference. Nonetheless,
directionality also results in a higher sensitivity to RX alignment
and creates new challenges in designing mobile THz wireless net-
works. Employing a leaky-wave antenna at the transmitter offers
new opportunities for identifying different NLOS components of
the channel and non-uniform bandwidth allocation that can yield
higher data rates for reflected paths compared to the LOS con-
figuration. This property of THz wireless links stems from using
antennas that exhibit strong angular dispersion and differentiate
it from conventional antennas, including those operating at lower
frequencies.

This work was supported by the U.S. National Science Founda-
tion and Army Research Lab (ARL).
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